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3. The Water Cure

Theme Overview
Theme Three - The Water Cure
The focus for this theme is to help children explore and consider to what extent water
plays a significant part in the history and geography of Malvern. The theme challenges
children to create a short video or animation about the Water Cure, including a script
that details important points in the story.

A. Session Aims, Links and Resources
Session plans for
Theme Three (T3)

Key Stage 1
Years 1 & 2

Key Stage 2
Years 3 & 4

C1) Ways with Water

C2) Water Cure Film

Themed trails and other ideas

The Water Cure Way

Aims of the sessions
• To research an aspect of the Water
Cure
• To make a video/presentation about
the Water Cure or related themes
• Develop skills around planning, using
tablets and apps, writing a script,
videoing and editing

Curriculum links
Key Stage 1 Years 1 and 2
History:
• Changes within living memory –
where appropriate, these should be
used to reveal aspects of change in
national life
• Events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally
• The lives of significant individuals
in the past who have contributed
to national and international
achievements, some should be used
to compare aspects of life in different
periods.
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Key Stage 2
Years 5 & 6

• Significant events, people and places
in their locality in History
Key Stage 2 Years 3, 4, 5 and 6
Pupils should continue to develop a
chronologically secure knowledge and
understanding of British, local and world
history, establishing clear narratives
within and across the periods they study.
They should note connections, contrasts
and trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms. They
should regularly address and sometimes
devise historically valid questions about
change, cause, similarity and difference,
and significance. They should construct
informed responses that involve
thoughtful selection and organisation
of relevant historical information. They
should understand how our knowledge
of the past is constructed from a range
of sources.
Links to Arts Award
Discover A and B
Explore A and B
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Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Met Office website
Water Wise website
Interview questions template
Planning a video or presentation
template
Example script
iPads or tablets
Apps: Puppet Pals, Green screen,
Showbie, iMovie or similar
Cartoons of the Water Cure
Postcards of donkey boys and girls
and donkey women
Extracts from A short Guide to
Malvern as a Spa Town (the Water
Cure) by Cora Weaver 2016
Example script.
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B. Background Information
Malvern Water and Wells
The Malvern Hills are an eight-mile
long granite outcrop formed deep
in the earth’s crust over 650 million
years ago. Since being pushed up
around 300 million years ago, the earth
around them has worn away, leaving a
dramatic ridge.

‘Cold Douche’, water was poured over
Water Curists from a height of twenty
feet.
The Water Cure attracted many
famous people including Florence
Nightingale, Charles Darwin and Alfred
Lord Tennyson. Eventually, the Water
Cure lost popularity and petered out
after 1905.

Rainwater falling on the hills seeps
through tiny cracks in the granite.
When (after about a month) it spills
from a spring, the rock has filtered out
microscopic impurities and left very low
levels of minerals in the water.
In spring, almost 700 litres of water per
minute flow from the Malvern Hills.
The water has attracted settlers and
entrepreneurs through the ages; all of
Malvern’s stories flow directly from its
springs.
The Water Cure
In 1842 two doctors, James Wilson and
James Gully transformed the nature of
the town. They launched their natural
‘hydropathy’ cures, brought over
from Graefenberg in the mountainous
region of Silesia, an area of central
Europe, now largely Poland, the Czech
Republic and Germany. The Water
Cure’s fame spread quickly when
Wilson cured a 64-year-old, goutridden drunk.

A postcard depicting a water cure treament

Patients (or Water Curists – W.Cs) were
treated inside and out with spring
water in a stern routine lasting several
weeks. They were woken at 5 am
and wrapped in a cold, wet sheet, or
doused with a pitcher of cold water.
Before breakfast, they walked up to St
Ann’s Well to drink the water. For the
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A postcard depicting a water cure treament
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Extracts from A short Guide to
Malvern as a Spa Town (the Water
Cure) by Cora Weaver, 2016
The cure began at about 5 am
when the bath attendant arrived,
threw open the bedroom windows
and prepared the patient for the
Pack. The W.C. was turfed out of
bed, which was then stripped. Two
blankets were placed over the
mattress and a cold, damp sheet
spread out on top. The naked
patient lay face upwards on the
sheet, which was then closely,
but not tightly, wrapped around
the body, right up to the chin. The
blankets were then folded over this
to exclude air, and counterpanes
and eiderdowns piled on top.
A hot water bottle was usually
put under the feet. The initial
coldness eased the blood inwards.
The body’s natural reaction to
cold is to produce a warm layer
between the skin and the source
of coldness. So, within minutes, the
body warms up and the blood
gently flows outwards, towards the
skin. The resulting heat is so relaxing
that patients often fell asleep.
After about half an hour, the
W.C. was unwrapped and put in
a shallow sit bath. The attendant
doused him/her with cold water
while the patient rubbed his own
limbs to encourage the circulation.
The revitalised body was then
rubbed down briskly with a towel
before dressing.
Now was time for fresh air and
exercise and hordes of W.C.s

emerged from their lodgings and
made for the hills. If water drinking
had been prescribed as part of
the cure, the invalids supped the
specified amount of pure spring
water from their drinking glasses.
Walking was the healthiest method
of transport but there were
donkeys for hire for the less mobile.
In the early years of the water
cure, the donkeys were treated
shamefully and brutally but, later
on, money prizes were awarded
for the best-kept donkeys on the
hills.
After drinking, the W.Cs might
climb or ride the slopes to the top
of the Worcestershire Beacon,
where girls tempted the weakwilled with walnuts, biscuits, pear
and ginger beer.’

Did the Water Cure Really Work?
According to the author of the book,
Cora Weaver:
‘If you bathe in hot water, your skin
turns pink. That’s because the body
naturally draws the blood to the
surface of the skin to help cool the
body. If you plunge into cold water,
the body’s natural reaction is to gently
ease the blood inwards to keep
the vital organs warm. Warmth is a
sedative; cold is a stimulant. Knowing
this basic principle, the Water Cure
cannot fail if correctly applied in
conjunction with fresh air, exercise
and a healthy diet. Water alone will
not cure, as Florence Nightingale
observed, adding that the term Water
Cure was therefore misleading.’
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Scenes from the Water Cure
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Quotations: The Water Cure
It would seem people came to Malvern
for the Water Cure as far back as the
sixteenth century. However, the people
of Malvern were not impressed by the
Water Cure or the people taking it.

Wet Sheets by a Moist Visitor to Malvern.
This book described Malvern as:
‘A fashionable little village of idlers and
the out of health.’

The Priory sexton said:
‘It does very well for old London
Aldermen and the like who have been
gorging themselves and come down
here to get rid of the effects of their
gluttony, and go back like sows to
wallow in the mire.’
Most people would go to wells or spas
because the water contained minerals.
In 1757, Dr John Wall proclaimed:
‘The Malvern Water is fam’d for
containing nothing at all.’
There is a book called Three Weeks in
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taken to court for leaving donkeys
unattended, accepting business away
from appointed stands (a bit like taxi
ranks today), not having a licence or
hurting their donkeys by beating or
starving them.

Victorian visitors riding Donkeys into the Malvern Hills

Malvern’s donkeys
Donkeys have carried people up the
Malvern Hills for centuries; even before
the Water Cure doctors came to the
town. Enterprising donkey women saw
the opportunity to expand their business
transporting the Water Curists, genteel
ladies and children to the Beacon or
to drink the water at St Ann’s well. The
women ran the donkey businesses but
boys and girls drove the donkeys and
their passengers up the hill.

To solve the problem, someone had the
idea of awarding money prizes for the
best-kept donkeys and so conditions for
the donkeys improved.
There were once many donkey stands in
Malvern; the last stand survived until the
outbreak of the Second World War.
Queen Adelaide (Queen Victoria’s aunt)
took a donkey ride during a visit. The
donkey, called Moses, was renamed
‘Royal Moses’.
Do the children still see donkeys in
Malvern today? When and where?
In the museum visitors can see some of
the donkeys’ headbands.

The route to the hills was two miles long
but the route back, steeper and shorter,
only one mile. Donkey boys and girls
could make more than seven journeys
a day. Sometimes the donkey women
would change the donkeys so they
could rest but the boys and girls had to
make every journey.
Donkey boys tried to dress smartly to fit in
with their wealthy clients from London so
they would wear waistcoats and bowler
hats. Donkey boys and girls often missed
out on school so one of the Water Cure
Doctors, Dr Ralph Grindrod, set up a
school for them near one of the donkey
stands.

Donkey boys and girls with their customers

In the early years of the Water Cure,
some donkeys were badly treated and
there are records of donkey boys being
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C. Session Structures
T3 C1) Ways with Water - Key Stage 1, Years 1 & 2
Overall time to complete: 20 – 30 minutes
Read some information to the children about the Water Cure and ask them
whether they think water is ‘healthy’ and whether they think it could cure people
who are sick.
Ask children to list ways that we use water and to consider how many of these
ways are aimed at keeping us healthy. (eg: cooking, cleaning, washing, drinking,
playing etc). Ask groups of children to create mimes to show how water is used.
Talk together about how water use has changed over the last 100 years and
what scientists now know about where water comes from, how it is formed and
how it ‘disappears’.
Use the Background Information. The Met Office has excellent resources on
the water cycle which may be useful here. Water Wise has a lot of interesting
information on water usage. In the UK every person uses 150 litres of water every
day. This figure increases to 3400 litres per day if water used to produce the goods
everyone consumes is added. These figures have increased by 1% every year
since 1930.
Everyday:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30% of the water each person uses is flushed down the toilet
21% is used for baths, 12% for showers
13% washing clothes
8% washing up
7% is used outdoors
4% is used for drinking
4% for other use.

Share some of the Victorian post cards with children showing how water was
used in the water cure. Ask children to create a postcard to encourage people
to use water carefully and not waste it. They can use some of the images on the
Victorian postcards to show inefficient water use.
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T3 C2) Water Cure video or presentation – Key Stage 2
Overall time to complete: 1 – 2 hours or it can be extended over a number of sessions
focusing on individual elements
Start the session by explaining that many of Malvern’s stories spring from Malvern
Water.
Brief
The Route to the Hills team would like the children to create PowerPoint
presentation or video about the Water Cure and why it was/is important to
Malvern. The presentation should have at least five slides or scenes.
The best of these will be added to the Route to the Hills website. The presentations
or videos will be used to introduce this aspect of Malvern’s history to other young
people in schools visiting Malvern.
The children will work in groups of around four.
Start
Start by explaining the brief, to create a short presentation/video of five scenes.
Research
Discuss what they already know about the Water Cure and why it is/was
important to Malvern.
Encourage children (in their groups of four) to discuss different aspects of the
Water Cure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why water is important to the town
The town’s wells
The Victorian fascination with the Water Cure
Famous visitors
Specific Water Cure treatments
Malvern donkeys.

If they don’t know something for sure how can they find out more?
Next get children to choose a topic for their video/presentation.
Do they have enough information?
The children will use iPads, tablets or digital cameras to create their PowerPoint
Presentations or videos. They can store their research findings, images and text
online in an app such as Showbie or other content management system or
learning environment.
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Share the resources on the Water Cure so the children can find out more.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cartoons of Water Cure
Photos of Donkey boys and girls and Donkey women
Postcards
Background information about Water Cure doctors and hospitals
Background information about donkeys
Cartoons held in the library.

Invite the children to discuss how they can find out more and how they can be
sure their sources of information are accurate.
Writing a script
When they have carried out research ask them to start to write their script. They
should create:
• An introduction or opening scene
• Two or three scenes sharing interesting points
• A scene that summarises their video.
For each section of their video they need to set the scene. Where is it, who is
involved, what does the shot look like? Use the template.
Next they write any dialogue.
Interview
They may choose to include an interview with a child in character as a patient,
an expert on the Water Cure (if local to Malvern).
Before they do, they need to think about what sort of questions to ask. (See
Interview questions template)
They need to think about open, closed and leading questions.
Open questions are: what, where, when, why and how. Closed questions will just
get short or one-word answers.
Example:
Do you live here. Yes.
Where do you live? I live in Birmingham, in a small house, it’s quite old.
A leading question leads the interviewee to say things the interviewer would like
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to hear. Surely you agree xxxx. But these questions are often not the best way to
get to know what other people really think.
If the children would like to video the interview they also need to think about
how they will shoot the interview as a scene. A good technique is to ask the
interviewee to include the question in the answer.
What is your view of X?
My view of X is...
Preparation, Technology
When the children have completed their scripts, hand out tablets or digital
cameras and let them ‘play’ with them until they are confident in using the video
and photography functions.
Introduce some of the different apps they can use to make their videos. Take a
step by step approach but give the children time to experiment and learn how
to use the technology. This list includes some useful apps. It is by no means an
exclusive list.
•
•
•
•

Padlet
iMovie
Puppet Pals
Doink and others.

Props
• Will the children need props or costumes?
• Where might they get these from?
• Can they make them?
N.b. Malvern Museum has a loan box with dressing up outfits, and tools that the
Water Cure nurses might have used. This can be loaned for three weeks at a cost
of £15.
Ready to shoot
When the children have a script, props, and a plan how to shoot each scene, it’s
time to shoot the video.
Make sure they have time, space and quiet locations to do this.
Help by pointing out how best to get shots, framing head shots to the left or right,
getting the person speaking to look at someone or look directly at the tablet.
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Hold the tablet steady by leaning it on a chair etc.
Edit
The final stage is editing. There are lots of editing packages around. This is the
area where children will need most help. It may be easier to let the children do a
rough edit but then have a more technically accomplished adult tidy the videos
up.
At each stage encourage the children to share their work and provide
constructive criticism.
A celebration event or premier is a great way to celebrate the children’s work.
Invite family and friends to make it extra special.
Award Malvern Oscars for the best videos.
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Interview questions template
If you want to interview someone for your video it is important to plan what
you want to ask. It is very important to think about how you will ask your
questions.
Closed questions
Closed questions tend to get one word answers. Closed questions start with:
Will you…? or Do you…?
Example of a closed question
Question: Do you live here?
Answer: Yes.
Open questions
Journalists ask open questions because they want to get lots of information.
Open questions begin with: What, Where, When, Why and How.
Example of a closed question
Where do you live? I live in Malvern, in a small house, it’s quite old.
Leading questions
A leading question leads the interviewee to say things the interviewer would
like to hear.
Example of a leading question
I’m sure you will agree that Malvern is a great place to live.
Leading questions are often not the best way to get to know what other
people really think.
Videoing an interview
When videoing, a good technique is to ask the interviewee to include the
question in the answer.
Question: What is your view of X?
Answer: My view of X is
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Planning a presentation or video
The subject of our video or presentation is

Our opening scene or introduction will cover/look like

Three important points to cover are:
1
2
3

How will we end our presentation?

What are the key points we would like people to remember?
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Example script

Opening scene:
Panoramic shot of the Malvern Hills.
Narrator:
Malvern is built on water. It filters through cracks in the hills, and comes out of
almost 100 springs around the hills. Malvern’s water is pure. In the 1700s most
people would go to wells or spas because the water contained minerals but
visitors came to Malvern because Dr John Wall proclaimed:
The Malvern Water is fam’d for containing nothing at all.
And as a result of Malvern’s pure water it became:
A fashionable little village of idlers and the out of health.
Close up:
The Establishment
Narrator:
And this building has a fascinating history as a Water Cure hospital, research
centre in the Second World War but more recently is has been converted into
apartments.
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D. Ideas for Themed Site
Visits
A suggested route for a Water Cure trail
around Malvern can be found on the
website alongside a risk assessments and
plans.

family describing their stay in Malvern for
the Water Cure.
They may also take inspiration from some
of the cartoons held in the library, the
views of the Hills and the town to sketch.
Back at school pupils can create
posters using sketches or photographs
advertising the benefits of the Water
Cure to wealthy and fashionable
Victorians.

Suggested route for the Water Cure

Alternatively you may want to consider
incorporating the ideas below.
Rose Bank Gardens trail
Start in Rose Bank gardens.
Pupils take the role of different people
involved in the Water Cure.
They may be patients (or Water Curists,
WCs as they became known), doctors,
donkey boys or girls or others tempting
the Water Curists with snacks (as they
would be a on a strict diet as part of their
cure).
Pupils could dress up to take part.
Walk up the 99 steps to St Ann’s Well.
Water Curists would stop at St Ann’s well
to take some refreshment.
Carry on through the avenue of trees.
Turn right and walk back down toward
the Unicorn Hotel and into Malvern.
Pupils can take photographs to make
into postcards to send to friends and
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Young people in Victorian costume
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Copyright
Copyrights of all materials published
on this site are retained by the authors,
creators and/or publishers and it is
not our intention to infringe them.
We ask that users of this site and
resource equally respect those rights
by crediting authors, creators and/
or publishers when using materials
sourced from this site in any subsequent
writing or posts on other websites.
The authors have endeavoured to
find sources and seek permission to
reproduce photographs, postcards,
documents, maps and images. We
will happily take down any images
immediately if so required.
We are grateful to Malvern Library and
Malvern Museum for their support in
creating this resource.
Malvern Museum
P3,P4, P5, P6, P7 Water Cure cartoons
P8 Donkey images
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